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MUSICA 

Como Audio’s Musica takes our “smart speaker” music system concept to the next level. Musica 
integrates four more premium music streaming services in addition to Spotify Connect…Amazon Prime 
Music, Tidal, Deezer, and Napster*. An Ethernet jack is provided for added flexibility. Also, on board is a 
quiet, single, slot-loading CD player engineered to meet stringent car audio standards. The free Como 
Control app automatically populates basic CD functions when switching to CD source mode. Another 
notable new feature is two extra presets for a total of 8 (all of which double as CD controls when in CD 
mode). Based on customer feedback, the presets can be directly accessed from the included dedicated 
remote control, as can basic CD functions.  

Contributing to the superb high-fidelity sound is the nearly half inch-thick MDF wood cabinet that 
houses two ¾” soft dome tweeters and two custom 3” long-throw, 4-layer voice coil woofers with 
oversized magnets. Feeding the transducers is the custom Digital Signal Processor (DSP) and 30 watt per 
channel Class D stereo digital amplifier. There’s also Bluetooth with Qualcomm aptX audio and AAC, and 
a generous 3.2” color TFT display that attractively reproduces album artwork (when available) and 
Internet radio station logos. 

As with our current models, Musica offers tens of thousands of free Internet radio stations, FM, 
DAB/DAB+ in Europe, and music streaming via a computer. Although it is a music system first and 
foremost, Musica includes a versatile dual alarm clock with Snooze and Sleep timer. The distinguished 
Italian-influenced design comes from Como Audio founder and audio legend Tom DeVesto. 

To all this add free wireless software updates, a universal internal switching power supply, tone 
controls, multi-language menu, USB flash drive playback/smart phone charging, backlight adjustments, a 
digital input and analog inputs and outputs, and you have a wealth of content and customization at your 
fingertips. With the addition of “Works with Alexa”, add your Alexa device and control Musica hands-
free.  

Musica will work independently or as part of a multi-room grouping with other Como Audio music 
systems, allowing you to play the same source on all units including CD playback and the music 
streaming services.  

Whether you’re looking to expand your existing Como Audio music system collection or are just in need 
of a single, all-in-one hi-fi stereo music system with CD playback, let Musica be your musical conductor.  
 
 
*A paid monthly subscription is required for these premium services except Spotify. 
Finishes: Walnut, Hickory, Piano Black, Piano White. 
Dimensions: 405 mm/15.94” W x 149 mm/5.87” H (incl. feet) x 165.5mm/6.62” D (including antenna) 
Weight: 9.26 lb/4.2 kg 
Supported CD formats: CD, CD-R, CD-RW/MP3/WMA.  
Amazon Music, all related logos and motion marks are trademarks of Amazon.com or its affiliates.  
The Spotify software is subject to third party licenses found here: 
www.spotify.com/connect/third-party-licenses 
“The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Como Audio is 
under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.” 
Qualcomm aptX is a product of Qualcomm Technologies International, Ltd. 
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